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CMS Open data - FAIR?   
Findable - Accessible - Interoperable - Reusable
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FAIR? My interpretation… (see also Tibor’s talk)
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FINDABLE

Do you know where to look for them?

Can you find what you need?

ACCESSIBLE

Can you download them?

Are they in some common format?

Do you have the tools to 
open the data files?

INTEROPERABLE

Do you know how to use?

Can you make new research with 
them? 

REUSABLE

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/


FAIR? My interpretation…
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FINDABLE

Do you know where to look for them?   
Yes, CERN open data portal

Can you find what you need?

Yes, there are search functions

ACCESSIBLE

Can you download them?

Yes, or they can be streamed with XRootD 

Are they in some common format?
No, not really…

Do you have the tools to 
open the data files? No, but they are provided

INTEROPERABLE

Do you know how to use?
There are instructions to get started…

Can you make new research with 
them? 

Yes, it takes at least as much as for the CMS people
REUSABLE

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/


Metadata for complex 
research data
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Content 
metadata
WHAT?

Contextual 
metadata
HOW TO 

USE?

Provenance 
metadata

FROM 
WHERE?
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Content:
WHAT? 

Provenance:
FROM 

WHERE? 

Contextual:
HOW TO 

USE? 



Contextual metadata - should cover a lot! 
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Object identification, fakes

Online/offline selections

Efficiencies

Luminosity, data quality

Corrections, scales

Background estimates

How to run



How to put this together?
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1 3 5

642

Get the environment Select validated data Apply corrections, scale factors

Get the software Make your selections Estimate efficiencies

7

Compute luminosity



Providing contextual metadata 
in a useful way

◉ Best through example workflows
○ automated, machine and human-readable

◉ Not easy to define (even with >1100 papers…)
○ partly because 

■ analysis processes are complex
■ CMS data format supports a wide range of usecases

○ but also because we, as a community, have 
undervalued:
■ documentation
■ common tools
■ analysis code reuse. 9



THE example code: POET
Physics Objects Extractor Tool

Put together by many people in the 
CMS open data group from various 
sources within CMS.

See Julie’s talk on Wednesday.

Not a negligible effort!
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https://github.com/cms-opendata-analyses/PhysObjectExtractorTool/tree/2015MiniAOD
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1234612/contributions/5253184/attachments/2590292/4469817/CMSOpenData_FAIROSHEP_20230208.pdf


Example workflows do not come out of the blue - it has been a major 
effort to put them together for CMS open data.
A little interlude to what it takes to open science to happen

Open science - how to?
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Roles & responsibilities    2.1
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Open science - what it takes 
to make it happen 

Researcher 
    You

Collaboration 
   Group

Organization
          University 
                 Institute

��

Knowledge preservation
Data and software skills

Time

Infrastructure
Resources
Guidelines

Policies
Agreements
Practices



Best practices   
To preserve the knowledge at the time of active analysis 

2.2
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Efforts are needed  

Use continuous, automated testing
Package your analysis environment 
in software containers

Manage your code in versioned 
code repositories

Define easily reusable workflows

Document everything from the start

Capture the steps in your analysis

Best practices require time but they will pay off:

for the individual, for the group, and eventually, for open science!
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Feedback from a recent Open data -workshop for PhD 
students in physics (outside HEP)



All parts count
It is the researcher that has the key role in preserving 

the knowledge and needs support in doing so!
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Researcher 
    You

Collaboration 
   Group

Organization
          University 
                 Institute



Automated workflows that concretely access, use and test the CMS 
open data metadata in the research context.

Assessing FAIRness 
with workflows
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The code for the workflow? 
Assembled for the CMS OD workshops!
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_________

………..

https://cms-opendata-workshop.github.io/2022-08-01-cms-open-data-workshop/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHRY-5BiB34&ab_channel=CMSExperiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHRY-5BiB34&ab_channel=CMSExperiment
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Open dataset record display
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Underlying metadata
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Context:
 environment

software 

Context:
 validated 

data selection 

Context:
 trigger path

Context:
 usage 

instructions
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Context:
 environment

software 

Context:
 validated 

data selection 

Context:
 usage 

instructions

Context:
 trigger path
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First thoughts: to-do list

◉ The CODP metadata is display-oriented and 
some fields of interests contain HTML
○ Not easily machine-readable

⇒   Modify the existing CODP metadata structure

◉ Some contextual metadata is not exposed but 
embedded in the software or in condition data
○ Trigger prescales, corrections, scales etc

⇒   Will be addressed with nanoAOD…



First concrete attempts…
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Container image:
  cernopendata-client
Task:
  Get metadata

Container image:
  python/bash
Task:
  Build the job configuration
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Container image:
  python/bash
Task:
  Find needed values from metadata

Container image:
  cernopendata-client
Task:
  Get validated runs list

Container image:
  cmsopendata/cmssw_7_6_7-...
Task:
  Run the job(s)

Container image:
  gitlab-registry.cern.ch/cms-cloud/brilws-docker
Task:
  Get the luminosity

Container image:
  root
Task:
  Make reference plots/output



and some personal considerations…

Conclusions
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Proposal:
CMS open data as a testbed   

Configurable,
machine-readable

workflow

assessing
“FAIRness” of

data at the
research level

accessing all 
necessary 

metadata in the 
research 
context
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Each step in a 
container 

Deployable 
in different
workflow
engines 

Evaluate 
the current

metadata 

Adapt and
enrich

Explore 
scalability

 

From laptop
tests to

research-level
processing



Personal considerations: Value to CMS open data vs “glory” Matrix (not to be taken too seriously…)
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LOW VALUE TO CMS OD

HIGH VALUE TO CMS OD

Preparing 
tutorials for 

CMS OD 
workshops

Running CMS 
OD 

workshopsUpdating 
CMS open 
data guide

Useful things 
done with CMS 
OD  but never 
integrated to 

CMS OD

Big “predator” 
 projects with 
CMS OD only 

in the 
proposal

Container 
build and 

test

Preparing 
metadata 

for releases

Things we 
tried but 

never finished 
(but kept track 

of)

Making 
analysis 

code 
usable for 

others

Things tried 
but never 
finished 

(and 
forgotten)

Setting up 
analysis 

examples Explore 
reproducible 

analysis 
workflows

Common tools 
and 

documentation 
in CMS

Yet another 
data portal

Access point to 
a container web 
setup for CMS 

OD (with a 
long-term 
support)

 CODP 
development 

and M&O



Any questions ?

Thank you!
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 And thanks to SlidesCarnival for this free presentation template

http://www.slidescarnival.com/

